Financial Markets
Powering the Global Financial Ecosystem

When every microsecond counts, global banks, hedge funds and proprietary trading firms turn to GTT as a
trusted partner to meet their most latency-sensitive requirements.
GTT’s purpose-built networking platform for financial markets provides fast and secure connectivity between
major financial trading centers and exchanges worldwide. Our network consists of over 60 unique low-latency
routes, including GTT Express, the world’s lowest-latency transatlantic route. We connect more than 130
financial exchanges on six continents, ensuring we reach everywhere you do business.

Our Financial Services Portfolio
Optical Low Latency
GTT’s Optical Low Latency service delivers connectivity between key financial markets over GTT’s owned and operated
fiber network that spans more than 75 PoPs in North America and Europe. Our Optical Low Latency offering includes
GTT Express, connecting New York to London in under 59ms and providing access to the markets’ key financial
exchanges (BATS, Nasdaq, NYSE, LSE, LME, Euronext, ICE) and Forex hubs. With five tiers of ultra-low-latency
services, GTT Express offers multiple options to meet the stringent network performance requirements of your financial
trading activities.
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Ethernet Direct
GTT’s Ethernet Direct service allows you to meet specific bandwidth,
latency and routing requirements. We offer guaranteed routes and
latency SLAs, providing you with fast, highly available and secure
connectivity without the financial commitment associated with higherbandwidth optical services. With GTT’s low latency Ethernet network,
you can reach established and emerging financial centers and take
advantage of our in-country infrastructure and expertise to easily
connect to exchanges in geographies where you do not already have
a physical presence.

Key Benefits
Industry’s fastest transatlantic
cable, GTT Express
Diverse low latency service options
available
Guaranteed latency performance
Unique routes for resiliency

Time Synchronization Services
Globally synchronize your entire high-performance application stack
across data centers and geographies. Time-as-a-service maintains a
singular source of time across nine global data centers, allowing you
to correlate data sets and timestamp trade executions across your
entire global trading infrastructure. GTT Time Synchronization provides
a certified time source within sub-microsecond accuracy of UTC
(NIST), the official time standard maintained by the U.S. government.
We also help you meet regulatory reporting requirements by providing
attestation reports on all active services with years of historical data
as well as same-day performance metrics, all measured in real time
against UTC clock drift.

Available RF backhaul for improved
latency performance
24x7x365 network monitoring with
redundant NOC
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